The Tuck First-Year Project (FYP) is a required course in which teams of Tuck students apply learning from their entire first year at Tuck to complex, real-world issues of strategic importance for clients like you—multinational corporations, SMEs, nonprofit/nongovernmental entities, and early-stage startups from a wide range of industries.

The FYP course links rigorous general-management education with hands-on research and analysis in functional areas such as marketing, finance, operations, and strategy for clients—FYP team members hone their practical business skills, while you gain insights from students at one of the world’s leading business schools.

FYP teams typically consist of five students selected for their expertise and diversity of experience—you’ll have the talents of an entire business organization working on your project. And each team operates under the guidance of an experienced faculty adviser who helps the team apply its academic knowledge effectively, manage your project efficiently, and access functional expertise when needed.

Tuck FYP teams can provide your organization with thorough analysis and actionable recommendations—advice on how to confront your business opportunities and move ahead.

“WE ENLISTED FIRST-YEAR TUCK STUDENTS TO DISSECT, EVALUATE, AND SUGGEST IMPROVEMENTS IN OUR WHOLESALE ORDER TO CASH CYCLE... THE CALIBER OF STUDENT, PARTNERSHIP, AND OUTPUT WAS BETTER THAN WE WOULD HAVE DARED TO EXPECT.” TED MANNING, CEO, IBEX
YOUR PART IN A FIRST-YEAR PROJECT

Client commitment is the single most important success factor in any First-Year Project. Your part in an FYP:

• Availability to partner with the team on a weekly basis
• A project that fits into the 10-week time frame—50 hours of collective teamwork/week
• A challenge or opportunity that is important to you
• A problem that has an implementable solution
• Access to data and resources

INTERESTED?

Your next steps toward a First-Year Project:

• Identify a discrete business challenge—What is the key question?
• Articulate your desired deliverable—What are your specific expectations?
• Contact the First-Year Project administrative team.

We will consider projects with any company or organization; however, we find that the best fit for a Tuck First-Year Project is an organization large enough to have a complex business problem—one that will challenge a team of five for the 10-week spring term. The FYP administrative team is happy to discuss your project and Tuck’s academic requirements for the course.

CONTACT

If you have a project idea to discuss or want to learn more, please contact:

BECKY RICE
Director, First-Year Project

TELEPHONE: +1(603) 646-2581
EMAIL: becky.rice@tuck.dartmouth.edu

VALERIE DAVIO
Program Manager, First-Year Project

TELEPHONE: +1(603) 646-3579
EMAIL: valerie.davio@tuck.dartmouth.edu

WWW.TUCK.DARTMOUTH.EDU/FYP